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Abstract— Highly populated cities face several challenges, one of them being the intense traffic congestion. In recent years, the concept of Urban Air
Mobility has been put forward by large companies and
organizations as a way to address this problem, and
this approach has been rapidly gaining ground. This
disruptive technology involves aerial vehicles (AVs)
for hire than can be utilized by customers to travel
between locations within large cities. This concept has
the potential to drastically decrease traffic congestion
and reduce air pollution, since these vehicles typically
use electric motors powered by batteries. This work
studies the problem of scheduling the assignment of
AVs to customers, having as a goal to maximize the
serviced customers and minimize the energy consumption of the AVs by forcing them to fly at the
lowest possible altitude. Initially, an Integer Linear
Program (ILP) formulation is presented, that is solved
offline and optimally, followed by a near-optimal algorithm, that solves the problem incrementally, one
AV at a time, to address scalability issues, allowing
scheduling in problems involving large numbers of
locations, AVs, and customer requests.

I. Introduction
Recently, large companies and organizations such as
Airbus,1 Thales,2 and NASA3 initiated plans to transform personal mobility by introducing the concept of Urban Air Mobility (UAM) [1]. Urban Air Mobility includes
piloted or autonomous electric multicopters, that are
used instead of road vehicles to transport people within
large cities. UAM advances the current mobility on demand (MoD) concept by adding a third dimension to the
options of transportation infrastructure users have. The
introduction of UAM is expected to dramatically change
the transportation sector, and tackle the ever-increasing
traffic congestion problem that affects the quality of life
of millions of people that reside in large cities.
Since UAM is still at its infancy, complicated decisionmaking procedures related to trip scheduling, such as assignment of vehicles to customers, placement of vehicles
at specific nodes, the flight levels of the AVs, and the
charging of the vehicles, remain unresolved. Optimizing
the activities of UAM schemes demands algorithms that
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can efficiently solve problems that involve several heterogeneous entities (e.g., commuters, multicopter owners, multicopters), that have different goals and needs,
operate in dynamic environments (e.g., traffic demands,
variable weather conditions, variable consumption and
charging characteristics, etc.) and handle uncertainties
(e.g., travel requests, energy consumption, etc.).
A number of related research works exist under the
general umbrella of urban air mobility. For example,
Patterson et al. [2] study UAM schemes that carry
passengers, focusing on defining a set of requirements
for a number of different UAM examples. Additionally,
Rothfeld et al. [3] propose an extension for the multiagent transport simulator MATSim that includes UAM
and enables a system-wide analysis of an urban air transport scenario, while it considers different aspects such
as variations in vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)
vehicle properties and the placement of the VTOL infrastructure. Aiming to tackle the crucial problem of
multicopter flight level separation, Yang and Wei [4]
propose a decentralized message-based computational
guidance algorithm, formulating the problem as a multiagent Markov decision process and solving it with a
Monte Carlo tree search algorithm. Focusing on the same
problem, Rodionova et al. [5] propose a decentralized
framework that achieves airborne collision avoidance for
multiple vehicles, on-demand. To achieve that, they use
signal temporal logic and allow the AVs to execute
independently missions that involve spatial, temporal,
and reactive objectives. Moreover, the selection of the
locations to build the take-off and landing points is
crucial in order to maximize the task execution ability
of any UAM scheme. In this vein, Willey and Salmon
[7] study this problem as a modified single-allocationhub median location problem that incorporates elements
of subgraph isomorphism to create structured networks
to allow for public transit operations. Given the NPhardness of the problem, the authors propose several
heuristic algorithms that calculate near-optimal solutions
having relatively low execution times.
Additionally, Pradeep and Wei [6] focus on minimizing
the landing completion time of a given set of electric
VTOLs. This is optimized using a heuristic approach
combined with two scheduling methods, the first one
based on mixed-integer linear programming and the second one on a time-advance algorithm. Further, Haddad
et al. [8] focus on identifying the factors that could
affect the adoption of UAM, based on a set of tools
and acceptance models [9], concluding that safety and

trust are of great importance for the adoption of UAM
by the wider public. Finally, Afonso et al. [10] argue
that in order for UAM to become a reality, significant
progress on the fully-electric propulsion systems needs
to be made, and they propose a methodology to evaluate
the environmental footprint of VTOL aircrafts for UAM.
This work investigates the assignment of multicopters
to users in a UAM scheme, where the vehicles are located
at stations and customers request trips across pairs of
stations at particular points in time. The multicopters
have a limited range which demands regular battery
charging at the stations, while fly level separation is
considered to avoid mid-air collisions. In this vein, an
optimal offline solution is proposed. Further, given that
this solution does not scale to problems with large numbers of AVs, trips, and stations, a near-optimal scalable
algorithm is also proposed that incrementally calculates
a plan, one vehicle at a time.
These algorithms are inspired by [11] and [12], where
the authors schedule electric vehicles to service customers
in mobility-on-demand schemes. Compared to these previous works, the novelty of this work lies in the following:
(i) energy consumption is also considered, in relation to
the flight level of the AVs, with the objective optimizing
not only the number of serviced customers (number of
executed tasks), but also the energy consumption of
the entire fleet of AVs used in the UAM scheme; (ii)
the flying level of the AVs is considered for collision
avoidance as well as energy consumption minimization
purposes, through the use of an edge intersection mechanism; (iii) the vehicles’ charging/discharging model is
adapted to the UAM concept by considering not only
the horizontal movement of the vehicles, but also the
vertical one; and (iv) extensive simulation experiments
are performed with regards to the number of serviced
customers, energy consumption, AVs’ flight levels, and
execution time, demonstrating the validity and scalability of the proposed approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a formal definition of the problem.
Section III calculates the set of intersecting edges for a
graph embedded on a 2D surface. Section IV formulates
the Optimal algorithm and Section V the Incremental
one. In Section VI a detailed experimental evaluation of
the algorithms is performed, while Section VII presents
concluding remarks as well as future extensions of the
proposed work.

requests (i.e., executing all tasks may be infeasible due
to insufficient resources), while also minimizing energy
consumption (in terms of the AVs’ flight levels). In this
work, it is assumed that all stations are operated by a
single UAM company servicing all customers requests,
and no competition between different providers exists. It
is further assumed that the AVs are using an electric motor which provides them with a limited flying range, thus
they have to charge their batteries at the takeoff/landing
stations. Note also that one-way transport is assumed
and that customers do not stop at in-between locations
during a trip (i.e., all customers are serviced via singlehop trips from source to destination).
Specifically, the flying space is defined as a fully
connected graph G(N, E) with nodes n ∈ N being
the takeoff/landing stations of the UAM scheme that
accommodates a set of AVs (drones) a ∈ A. Each
takeoff/landing station can simultaneously accommodate
up to cn ∈ N AVs and it is assumed that each station is
equipped with cn AV chargers. Time is divided into a
set of discrete points t ∈ T , where T ⊂ N, and each AV
has a current location ninit
a,t which changes when the AV
executes a task (i.e., vehicle relocation is not considered).
At t = 0 all AVs are at their initial location and the
tasks’ execution initiates at t > 1. At each point in time
t, each AV has a current location na,t except from the
points in time that this AV is flying from one location
to another. Moreover, at each point in time t, each AV
a has an altitude ψa,t ∈ {0, υ} where υ ∈ N, a state of
charge SoCt,a ∈ N, and a remaining range τt (a). Energy
consumption follows cona + ψa,t × hcona ; a fixed term
cona ∈ R which increases based on hcona ∈ R during
the AV’s flight, i.e., depending on the flight level. The
charging rate is fixed to cha ∈ N.
Finally, the set of tasks is defined as θ ∈ Θ and each
start
task is denoted by tuple hnstart
, nend
, τθ , bθ i. The
θ
θ , tθ
takeoff and landing stations of task θ are denoted as
start
nstart
and nend
is the starting point
θ
θ , respectively, tθ
end
in time for task θ, and tθ = tstart
+ τθ is the point
θ
in time task θ should end its execution (i.e., τθ is the
duration of the task). It is assumed, that for a task θ to
be executed, at least one AV a must be located at nstart
a
at point in time tstart
(i.e., if a task is not executed at
a
its predetermined time it is not rescheduled). The reader
should also note that, in this work, the terms drone,
multicopter, AV, and vehicle are used interchangeably.
III. Finding Intersecting Edges

II. Problem Definition
For the UAM setting investigated in this work, customers communicate a priori their traffic demand requests (tasks) to fly between pairs of locations (i.e.,
takeoff/landing stations) at particular points in time.
After all traffic demand requests have been collected, a
scheduling algorithm is used to calculate an assignment
of AVs to tasks. The aim of this algorithm is to calculate
the optimal schedule so as to maximize the executed

When designing the graph corresponding to the UAM
region of operation, the nodes (station locations) are
assumed to be (x, y) points in a 2D Cartesian space and
edges interconnect all graph nodes (i.e., a fully connected
graph is assumed, with each edge from one node to
another being drawn in a straight line following the
shortest distance between the two nodes). In order to
ensure drone collision avoidance, the edges that intersect
(and constraint the drones from flying over these edges

simultaneously at the same altitude) must be calculated.
Algorithm 1 shown below is used to calculate the set of
0
edges Ee that intersect with edge e, ∀e ∈ E. In detail,
0
for every edge e, an empty set Ee is initialized, and, for
every other edge d, it is examined whether it intersects
with edge e. To do so, a check is performed to ascertain
whether the projections of these edges on the x- and yaxis have a common area in both axes; in that case, edge
0
d is added to set Ee , that will eventually include all edges
that intersect with edge e.
Algorithm 1 Intersecting Edge Calculation.
Require: E
1: for all (e ∈ E) do
0
2:
Ee ← ∅
3:
for all (d ∈ E : d 6= e) do
4: {Edge e is defined by (α, β) and (γ, δ) and edge d by points
(, ζ) and (η, θ)}
5: {Check if edges e and d overlap on the x- AND y-axis}
6:
if (δ − β)(η − ) 6= (γ − α)(θ − δ) AND max(α, ) ≤
θ−ζ
δ−β

−ζ −α
+β
η−
γ−α
≤ min(γ, η) then
θ−δ
δ−β
−
η−
γ−α
0
7:
Ee ← d
8:
end if
9:
end for
10: end for

IV. Optimal Offline Scheduling
An offline algorithm is initially formulated as an ILP
(referred to as Optimal) that calculates the optimal
assignment of AVs to customers. Optimal maximizes the
number of executed tasks, while at the same time it
minimizes energy consumption for the AVs by enforcing
flight levels at the lowest possible altitude (Eq. 1). Note
that in Eq. 1, µ is a very small number that is selected
so that the second part of the objective function never
becomes greater than the first part. This ILP is solved
using the IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.10 solver.
In this formulation, five (5) decision variables are
utilized: (i) λθ ∈ {0, 1}, which decides if a task θ is
executed, (ii) a,θ,t ∈ {0, 1}, which decides if AV a is
executing task θ at point in time t, (iii) ωa,t,n ∈ {0, 1},
that decides if AV a landed at time t at location l, (iv)
ha,t ∈ {0, υ}, which decides the flight level of AV a at
time t, and (v) φa,t ∈ {0, 1}, which decides if AV a is
recharging at time t.
Objective function:
X
XX
max
(λθ ) − (
ha,t ) × µ

(1)

X

a,θ,t = τθ × λδ , ∀θ

a∈A tstart ≤t<tend
θ

θ

a,θ,t = 0, ∀θ

(3)

a∈A tstart >t,t≥tend
θ

θ

a,θ,t+1 = a,θ,t ∀a, ∀θ, ∀t : tstart
≤ t < tend
−1
θ
θ
φa,t ≤

X

ωa,t,n × cha , ∀a, ∀t

(4)
(5)

n∈N

0 ≤ SoCa,t=0 +

t
X

φa,t0 × cha −

t0 =0
t
X

((1 −

t0 =0

X

a,θ,t ) × cona + ha,t × hcona ) ≤ 100, ∀a, ∀t

θ∈Θ

(6)
The task execution constraints ensure that the tasks
are properly executed. For each task executed, the AV
must fly for the duration of the equivalent trip (Constraint 2), and the AV is not flying when it does not
execute a task (Constraint 3). Additionally, at most one
AV can execute a task (Constraints 4, 10). Constraint 5
ensures that in order for an AV a to be charging, it must
be located at one of the stations (i.e., it is not flying),
and charging has a rate of cha . Note that the solver is
selecting the points in time to charge considering that the
task execution ability of the AV is not reduced. Moreover,
Constraint 6 delimits the state of charge of each AV to
always be between the 0 − 100% range. Thus, no AV will
execute a task for which the current state of charge is
not enough to provide to the vehicle the necessary range
for reaching its intended destination.
• Temporal, spatial, and routing constraints:
X

ωa,t,n = 1 −

n∈N

|

X

X

a,θ,t , ∀a, ∀t

(7)

a,θ,t × υ, ∀a, ∀t

(8)

θ∈Θ

ωa,t,n − 1| ≤ ha,t ≤

n∈N

X
θ∈Θ

|ha,t − ha0 ,t | ≥ a,θ,t + a0 ,θ0 ,t − 1,
∀θ ∈ Θ, ∀t : tstart
≤ t < tend
−1
θ
θ
∀θ0 ∈ Θ : θ0 6= θ&Eθ0 ∈ Eθ &tend
θ ,

2×

X

a,i,tstart
=
r

X X

(9)

|ωa,t+1,l − ωa,t,n | , ∀a (10)

n∈N t∈T −1

θ∈Θ

Subject to:
• Task execution constraints:
X

X

∀a ∈ A, ∀a0 ∈ A : a0 6= a

a∈A t∈T

θ∈Θ

X

ωa,tstart
≥ a,θ,tstart
, ∀θ, ∀a
−1,nstart
θ
θ
θ

(11)

ωa,tend ,lend ≥ a,θ,tend , ∀θ, ∀a

(12)

(2)
θ

θ

θ

ωa,t=0,n = nstart
, ∀a, ∀n
a

(13)

a,θ,t=0 = 0, ∀a, ∀θ

(14)

X

(ωa,t,n ) ≤ cmax
, ∀n, ∀t
n

(15)

a∈A

The temporal, spatial, and routing constraints ensure
that the AVs are properly placed over time. In particular,
Constraint 7 enforces all AVs to either be executing
tasks or be located at a station. Moreover, together with
Constraint 4 it ensures that at any point in time, each AV
executes no more than one task. Further, Constraint 8
ensures that when an AV is not flying its flight level is
equal to 0, and when it executes any task its flight level
is greater than 0. Additionally, for each pair of tasks
that involve trips over edges that intersect and overlap in
time, the flight level of the AVs must be different to avoid
mid-air collisions (Constraint 9). Also, Constraint 10
ensures that no location change for any AV takes place,
without this AV executing a task (i.e., AVs cannot change
locations if they are not servicing customers). Note that,
although this constraint is quadratic due to the absolute
value, it is linearized at run time by CPLEX.
Further, for an AV a to execute a task θ, it must be
present at the starting location of the task one point in
time before the task execution initiates (Constraint 11)
and at the destination of the task, once the trip has been
completed (Constraint 12). In doing so, the capacity of
every station is not violated at any point in time (Constraint 15). Finally, at time t = 0 all AVs are not flying
and are present at their initial locations (Constraint 13.
V. Incremental ILP Scheduling Algorithm
It is well known that ILP problems are NP-hard in the
worst case [14]. Floudas and Lin [13] describe an efficient
approach to solve large-scale, computationally expensive
or even intractable, ILP problems, that is based on
the decomposition of these problems into smaller subproblems that are solved sequentially (usually in much
shorter times). Although this technique leads to suboptimal solutions, it has the advantage of making possible the application of ILP formulations to real-world
problems.
Using the decomposition technique, an offline scheduling algorithm is developed, that incrementally calls and
solves the Optimal algorithm, one AV at a time. In this
work, the problem was decomposed in terms of the set
of AVs, as in the evaluation of the Optimal algorithm
this was the dimension of the problem that affected the
execution time the most (see Section VI). Regarding
the flight level separation, in this approach the Optimal
algorithm is adapted as follows: a table hIncra,t,θ ∈
{0, υ} is used, where the first dimension of the table
corresponds to the AVs, the second to the points in time,
and the third to the task that the AV is executing, while

Algorithm 2 Incremental ILP Scheduling Algorithm
Require: A, N , T , Θ, τθ , ninitial
, τamax , cn and hIncr.
a
1: execT asks ← ∅
2: for ∀a ∈ A do
3:
Call Optimal(Θ, a)
4:
Return Tasks to be executed by AV a
5: {Add to the set of completed tasks the ones executed
by AV a}
6:
execT asks ← execT asks + newExecT asks
7: {Remove the executed tasks from the set of remaining tasks}
8:
Θ ← Θ − newExecT asks
9:
Update hIncr
10: end for
11: Return execT asks

the values in the table correspond to the flight level of
the AV. After the execution of the Optimal algorithm for
each AV, the equivalent values are added to the array.
Additionally, Constraint 9 is reformulated as

|ha,t − hIncra0 ,t,θ0 | ≥ a,θ,t , ∀θ ∈ Θ,
∀t : tstart
≤ t < tend
− 1∀θ0 ∈ Θ : θ0 6= θ&Eθ0 ∈ Eθ &tend
θ
θ
θ ,
∀a0 ∈ A : a0 6= a. (16)
so that, given that in each execution round the schedule
of one AV is calculated, the flight level is checked based
on the already existing values of hIncr (i.e., the flight
levels of the AVs for which the schedule has already been
calculated).
In more detail, as illustrated in Alg. 2, the set of
completed tasks is initialized to the empty set (line 1).
Then, for each AV and for the remaining tasks, the
Optimal algorithm is called. This step returns the tasks
that are selected to be executed from the current vehicle
(lines 3-4). The set of completed tasks is subsequently
updated with the newly scheduled ones, while these tasks
are also removed from the list of the remaining tasks
(lines 5-8). Further, the hIncr table is also updated (line
9). Once the Optimal algorithm has been executed for
all AVs, the complete set of executed tasks is returned
(line 11).
VI. Performance Evaluation
In this section, the proposed algorithms are evaluated
with regards to a number of performance metrics, in
order to demonstrate the validity and scalability of the
proposed approach. Specifically, two sets of simulation
experiments are performed:
•

EXP1: Evaluates the Optimal and Incr algorithms in
terms of the average number of executed tasks (i.e.,
number of customers serviced), energy consumption
and AVs’ flight levels.

EXP2: Calculates the execution time of the Optimal
and Incr algorithms and addresses the scalability of
the algorithms.
For all experiments, the following settings are used:
30 points in time, station locations which are points in
the Cartesian space, trips and starting times selected
from uniform distributions, trip durations between 1 and
4 points in time, maximum capacity of each location
cmax
= 3, energy consumption rate cona = 5 and
l
hcona = 0.1, and charging rate of cha = 10. Note
that, cona and cha are parameters that depend on the
type of AV utilized; in these experiments a homogeneous
fleet of vehicles is assumed with the same charging
and consumption rates. To execute the aforementioned
experiments, a Windows PC is utilized equipped with
an Intel i7-4790K CPU and 16 GB of RAM running at
2400MHz.
•

Fig. 1.

Task execution vs number of tasks (5 drones).

A. EXP1: Execution of tasks
Initially, the average number of customers serviced
(i.e., average number of executed tasks) is investigated
when using the Incr algorithm in comparison to the
Optimal one. In a setting with 5 AVs and up to 60 tasks,
it is observed that Incr performs close to the optimal, as
it is at 96.53% of the Optimal in the worst case (Fig. 1).
At the same time, it is observed that when the Incr
algorithm is used, the AVs consume in the worst case
3.31% more energy compared to the Optimal (Fig. 2), due
to the fact that the flight level is not optimized, since each
AV’s flight level is calculated based only on the solution
obtained for the AVs that have already been scheduled
when the current AV is considered. In this vein, Fig. 3
depicts an example execution with 4 AVs and 50 tasks
and shows the number of AVs flying at each level for each
point in time using the Optimal algorithm. Additionally,
Fig. 4 depicts the total number of points in time the AVs
are at one of five possible flight levels (with flight level 0
denoting that the AV is on the ground). From this figure,
it is observed that the majority of the time the AVs fly
at the lowest possible altitude (i.e., flight level 1). This is
due to the fact that the higher they fly, the more energy
they consume, so the Optimal algorithm calculates the
lowest possible flight levels, given the edge intersecting
constraints (i.e., ensuring no mid-air collision).
When the total number of tasks is fixed to 50 but
the number of AVs varies (Fig. 5), it is shown that the
Incr approach is, in the worst case, at 94.35% of the
Optimal. Finally, when the number of AVs is fixed to 5
and the number of tasks to 50, but the number of stations
varies, Incr is at 95.69% of the Optimal in the worst
case (Fig. 6). In this experiment, it is observed that the
number of tasks that are executed decreases as the number of stations increases. This observation leads to the
conclusion that when the number of stations increases,
the task execution ability is reduced, as vehicles are less
likely to be at locations with demand at the correct point
in time.

Fig. 2.

Energy units used vs number of tasks (5 drones).

Fig. 3.

Example execution - flight levels.

Fig. 4. Total number of time points for all AVs at each flight level.

B. EXP2: Execution Time and Scalability
Execution time and scalability are critical factors concerning the applicability of any scheduling algorithm. In
this case, as illustrated in Fig. 7, when the number of AVs
is fixed and the number of tasks increases, the execution
time of the Optimal algorithm has a relatively steep

Fig. 5.

Task execution vs number of drones (50 tasks).

Fig. 8.

Execution time vs number of drones (50 tasks).

Fig. 9. Execution time vs number of stations (50 tasks, 5 drones).
Fig. 6. Task execution vs number of locations (5 drones, 50 tasks).

increase, as it reaches around 160 seconds for 60 tasks,
while Incr has a low execution time, always remaining
under 0.5 seconds even in the larger size problems.
Examining the obtained results, it is interesting to note
that for more than 50 tasks the execution time increases
with a smaller rate. This can be explained by the fact
that after this number of tasks the AVs have almost
reached their maximum utilization and the number of
additional tasks that can be executed reduces. At the
same time, for 50 tasks, as the number of AVs increases
a very steep increase in the execution time of the Optimal
algorithm is observed (for 10 AVs the execution time is ∼
8000 seconds), while Incr retains its low execution time of
less than 1 second (Fig. 8). Moreover, when the number
of AVs and tasks is fixed, but the number of locations
increases, a gradual decrease in the execution time of
both algorithms is observed. This occurs as now fewer
tasks are executed, which simplifies the solution to the
problem (Fig. 9). Finally, in a larger setting with 100
AVs and variable number of tasks, it is observed that the
execution time of Incr increases with a relatively low rate
(Fig. 10), demonstrating that Incr can scale to practicalsize problems.

Fig. 7.

Execution time vs number of tasks (5 drones).

Fig. 10.
stations).

Execution time vs number of tasks (100 drones, 8

VII. Conclusion
This work investigates the scheduling of AVs in an
Urban Air Mobility scheme, where customer demand is
known a priori. The aim is to maximize the number
of completed tasks (i.e., number of customers serviced),
while also optimizing the flight level of the AVs, in
order to avoid mid-air collisions and minimize energy
consumption. Two offline scheduling algorithms are proposed, Optimal and Incr, with the former calculating the
optimal solution, while the latter obtaining near-optimal
solutions (in terms of tasks completed and energy consumption), but with increased scalability. Performance
results indicate that scalability of Optimal is constrained
by the number of AVs, while Incr, that solves the ILP
formulation sequentially for each AV, can scale to large
numbers of locations, AVs, and tasks, while producing
results close to the optimal.
Future work includes the development of a heuristic
algorithm to solve very large problems, as well as the development of an equivalent online algorithm. Moreover,
the relocation of the vehicles in order to decrease idle
time and increase the task execution ability will also be
considered.
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